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Two important papers are concerned with a fusion theory for p-blocks as 
a generalization of the fusion theory for p-subgroups of a finite group. One is 
Brauer’s paper [4] on double chains and subsections, the other Alperin and 
Broue’s paper on subpairs [ 11. 
In both papers pairs of p-subgroups and p-blocks are considered, but the 
approaches are different. Here we present a unified theory, which generalizes 
that of [4] directly and gives a different viewpoint to the results of [ 11. 
Thereby the direct connections between the papers become very clear and it 
is possible in this setup to prove a number of new results on subpairs. 
This paper contains five sections. In Section 1 we define subpairs, Brauer 
subpairs and the inclusion of subpairs and prove a number of introductory 
basic results. 
In Section 2 we consider the analogue of Sylow’s theorem for subpairs and 
discuss various consequences. We apply the results to study major subpairs. 
The next two sections show what Brauer’s “net” (as defined in 14, Sect. 51) 
means for the fusion of subpairs. 
In Section 3 a procedure for finding a set of representatives for the 
conjugacy classes of subpairs is discussed and Section 4 contains a new 
result on fusion, stating that the net “controls fusion” in a certain sense. The 
final section contains some results on TI-blocks. 
Not much preparation is needed for reading this paper. Apart from 
Brauer’s main theorems we only use results from Sections 4-5 of [ 3 ] and 
elementary facts about “induced” blocks 12, Sect. 21. If G is a finite group, 
BI(G) denotes the set of p-blocks of G. As in Brauer’s work we consider a p- 
block basically as a collection of irreducible characters. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS ON SUBPAIRS 
We denote by G a finite group and by p a prime number which will be 
fixed throughout the paper. A block of G is to mean a p-block. 
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DEFINITION. A subpair (of G) is a pair (P, b,), where P is a p-subgroup 
of G and 6, is a (p-)block of PC(P). (Here C(P) = C,(P) denotes the 
centralizer of P in G.) If b, is a p-block of PC(P) and R is a defect group of 
b, then PG R, because P a PC(P). Thus C(R) s C(P) cr PC(P). By 
12, Sect. 21, the block 6,” is defined. If bg = B we call the subpair (P, b,) a B- 
subpair. The inertial group T(P, b,) := {x E N(P) ) bp” = b,}. Since no 
confusion is possible we will denote the inertial group simply by T(b,). We 
denote by d(B) the defect of the block B. If n is an integer, v(n) is the power 
to which p divides n. 
Remark. Alperin and Broue consider blocks of C(P) instead of blocks of 
PC(P). This makes no difference for our purposes. Indeed, if k, is a block of 
C(P) and if b, is a block of PC(P) which covers gP (in the sense of 
[3, Sect. 4]), then by the results of [3, Sect. 41, &F(‘) is defined and is equal 
to b,. Moreover 6, is the only block of C(P) covered by 6,. Thus 
“induction” and “covering” gives a natural bijection between blocks of C(P) 
and blocks of PC(P). 
Before defining inclusion of subpairs we prove an important preliminary 
result. 
PROPOSITION (1.1). Let (P, bp) be a subpair and let X be a subgroup of 
G with PC(P) g X E N(P). Assume that there exist a defect group R of bf , 
such that RC(P) =X. Then we have 
(1) XE T(b,). 
(2) If R, is any defect group of b; then R, n PC(P) is a defect group 
of 6, and R, C(P) = X. 
(3) d(b;) - d(b,) = v /X1 - v 1 PC(P)I. 
(4) b, is the unique block of PC(P) covered by b;. 
Proof: Let b := b;, which is defined by the above. By [3, (4D)], b is 
regular with regard to PC(P) and covers b,. By a result of Fong [ 3, (4C)], 
there exists a defect group S of b, such that S n PC(P) is a defect group of 
b,. Thus 
(i) d(b) - d(b,) = v 1 S : S n PC(P)1 = v 1 SC(P)1 - v / PC(P)I. 
Since R is also a defect group of b, it is conjugate in X to S. Then the 
assumption X = RC(P) implies X = SC(P). Then (3) follows from (i). 
Let x be an ordinary irreducible character of height 0 in b. Then 6, 
contains an irreducible character w, which is a constituent of tic, because 
b covers 6,. By Clifford’s theorem 
6) x(1) = e IX : T(w)1 ~(1). 
Here e E N and T(w) is the inertial group of I,U in X. 
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By the definition of defect we have 
(iii) v /x(l)1 = v/XI -v ISI, 
(iv) v Iw(l>l = v IPC(P)I - v IS nPC(P)l + h(v), 
where h(v) is the height of w. Since X= SC(P) we get, by (i) and (iii), 
v Ix(l)1 = v IPC(P)I - v lSnPC(P)J. 
On the other hand, by (ii) and (iv) 
v Ix(l>l = v(e) + v IX : r(w>l + v(v(l)13 
= v(e) + v IX : T(v)/ + v lPC(P)l - v IS n PC(P)1 + h(v). 
Comparing we get 
v(e) + v (X : T(w)1 + h(v) = 0. 
Here all summands must be 0. Since X/PC(P) is a p-group, IX : Z’(w)/ is a 
power ofp. Thus X= T(w) and since trivially T(v) G T(b,) we get (1). Then 
(4) is obvious, because b covers only the X-conjugates of b,, i.e., only b,, 
itself. 
To prove (2) let R, be any defect group of b. It is clear from the above 
that X = R r C(P). Let y E X, such that Sy = R , . Since S n PC(P) is a defect 
group of b,, R, n PC(P) is a defect group of bi. But 6; = b,, by (1). 
DEFINITION. Let (P, bp) and (Q, 6,) be subpairs. We write (Q, 6,) a 
(P, bp) if the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(1) QaP, 
(2) b, - p PC(Q) - bPC'Q, . 
We note that PC(Q) is the smallest subgroup of G containing PC(P) and 
QC(Q). We write (Q, b,) c (P, bp) if there exist a subnormal increasing 
chain of subpairs, starting with (Q, b,) and ending with (P, bp). The usual 
properties of inclusion are trivially fulfilled. 
Remark. If B E Bl(G) and if (Q, ba) G (P, bp) are subpairs, then (Q, bo) 
is a B-subpair if and only if (P, bp) is a B-subpair. This follows from the 
transitivity of block “induction.” 
COROLLARY (1.2). Zf (Q, ba) u (P, bp) are subpairs, then P c T(b,). 
Moreover QC(Q) Q PC(Q) and b, is the unique block of QC(Q), which is 
covered by 6, pc(Q’. We have 
d(b, pc(p’) - d(b,) = v ) P( - v 1 QC’,(Q)l = v 1 PC(Q) : QC(Q)j. (1.3) 
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Finally, ifR is a defect group of bcc’Q’, then R (7 QC(Q) is a defect group of 
b Q’ 
Proof Let b := bFccQ) = bFtQ’. S ince any defect group of b, contains P, 
there exists a defect group R of b containing P. Then PC(Q) = RC(Q), so we 
may apply (1.1) to X = PC(Q). Then the statements of (1.2) follow easily, 
since P n QC(Q) = QC,(Q). 
DEFINITION. A subpair (P, bp) is called a Brauer subpair if 6, has P as 
defect group. 
Remark. Brauer subpairs are a basic concept in [4], where the set of 
Brauer subpairs is denoted by E. The linkedness of Brauer subpairs in [4] is 
in our notation normality. The containment of Brauer subpairs means that 
they are connected by a “double chain” in the sense of [4], except that it is 
demanded that double chains start with a “primitive” pair. Primitive pairs 
are called Sylow subpairs here, (Section 2), as they are in ] I]. 
PROPOSITION (1.4). Let (Q, b,) be a subpair and X a subgroup with 
QC(Q) c X G N(Q). There exists a defect group R of bX, and a block b, of 
RC(R), such that 
(1) (R, br) is a Brauer subpair, 
(2) (Q> b,) -a CR, b,J 
We have R c T(b,). 
Proof By [3, (4D)], b := b, x is regular with regard to QC(Q) and covers 
b,. Let S be a defect group of b and let b, be a root of b in SC(S). Note 
that Q c S because Q (1 X, so C(S) 2 C(Q). The block bzc’Q’ has S as a 
defect group, because b, and b$ = b also have it. Since C(S) E C(Q), bycQ’ 
is regular with regard to QC(Q). By [ 3, (4D)], there exists a block b, of 
QC(Q) with &c(Q) = bzCtQ’. Then $j = (bS,C’Q’)X = b = b:, so gQ and b, are 
both covered by b. Thus there exist x E X, such that pQ = 6,. Let R := S”. 
Then R is also a defect group of b, and b, := bi is a root of b in RC(R). We 
have by the above 
b;“Q’ = (b;)RC(Q) = (b;C’Q’)” 
Thus (Q, b,) 4 (R, bR). Since b, is a root of b, it has R as defect group. 
From (1.2) we get R G T(b,). 
Remark. Proposition (1.4) is really a special case of (2.1) and is used in 
the proof of that theorem. Alternatively one could use [4, (6C)]. Results 
(1.1) and (1.4) are strongly related to 14. Sect. 61. 
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PROPOSITION (I .5). If (Q, b,) c (P, bp) are subpairs and if Q (1 P then 
(Q, b,) 4 (P, bp). 
Proof. Suppose (Q,bQ)=(R,,b,,)u(R,,bRZ)a...a(Rk,bR~)= 
(P, bp), where the (R i, bRi)‘s are subpairs. It is clear that the subgroup PC(Q) 
contains all the subgroups Ri+ i C(RJ, 1 < i < k - 1. Since (Ri, bRi) (1 
(Ri+l, bRi ,) we get b,PccQ’ = bizf’, 1 < i< k - 1, by [2, Sect. 21. Thus 
bPC’Q) - b’C(Q), as desired. Q -P 
LEMMA (1.6). Let (P, bp) be a subpair. Let Q a P. Then there exists a 
unique block b, of QC(Q), such that (Q, b,) u (P, bp). 
Proof. If b, is a block with (Q, b,) (1 (P, bp) then by (1.2), 6, is the 
unique block of QC(Q) covered by b, p’(a) This shows the uniqueness. On the . 
other hand bgCcQ’ is regular with regard to QC(Q) a PC(Q) by [3, (4B)]. So 
by [ 3, (4D)] there exists a block b, of QC(Q) with bpoCcQ) = bP,C’Q’. 
THEOREM (1.7). Let (P, bp) be a subpair. Let Q G P. Then there exists a 
unique block b, of QC(Q), such that (Q, b,) c (P, bp). 
Proof The existence of a b, follows easily by repeated use of (1.6). To 
prove the uniqueness we use induction on 1 P : Q 1. The case P = Q is trivial. 
Let the result be proved for all subpairs and all subgroups with index less 
then 1 P : Q]. Suppose that b, and FQ are blocks of QC(Q) with (Q, b,) c 
(P, bp) and (Q, 6,) G (P, bp). By the definition of inclusion there exist 
subpairs (R, bR) and (S, b,) such that 
(Q, b,) L (R, b,) 4 (P, b,), PfR, 
(Q, b”,) E (S, b,) a (P, b,), Pf s. 
LetT:=RnS.IfT=Q,thenQaPandwearedoneby(1.5).LetT#Q. 
There exist blocks b, and 6; of TC(T) with (T, b7.) g (R, bR), (T, Kr)c 
(S, b,). Since (T, bT) 2 (P, bp) and (T, b-,) s (P, bp) and IP : TI < IP : Ql we 
get from the induction hypothesis b, = 6,. There exists a block b, of QC(Q) 
with (Q, b,) C (T, b,). Then (Q, b,) E (R, bR) and (Q, bQ) E (R, b,i. Since 
JR : Q] < I P : Q] the induction hypothesis shows b, = 6,. Similarly b, = b,, 
so 6, = gQ, as desired. 
Note. Theorem (1.7) generalizes (4H) in [4 ]. The proof is very similar to 
that of [ 1, (3.4)] an d . is included only for the sake of completeness. 
Remark. If (Q, b,) is a subpair and Q C P, where P is a p-subgroup of G 
there need not exist a block b, with (Q, b,) s (P, bp). A necessary condition 
would be that P be contained in a defect group of B = bz, but this is not 
sufficient. Also there is no uniqueness. For special cases of this problem see 
(2.8) and (5.1). 
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Corollary (1.8). If (Q, b,) g (P, bp) are subpairs and R is a subgroup 
with Q S R E P, then there exists a unique block b, of RC(R), such that 
(Q, b,) CI CR, 6,) c (P, 4). 
Proof. By (1.7) there exist blocks 6, and Kc,, such that (R, bR) c (P, bp) 
and (Q, 5,) L (R, b,). Then (Q, 6”,) G (P, b,), so the uniqueness part of (1.7) 
implies b, = b”o. 
PROPOSITION (1.9). Zf (Q, b,) & (P, bp) are subpairs, then QC,(Q) is 
contained in some defect group of b,. 
Proof. If R := QC,(Q), then obviously Q 4 R G P. By (1.8) and (1.5) 
there exists a block 6, of RC(R) with (Q, bo) 4 (R, bR) c (P, bp). We have, 
since R c QC(Q), that RC(R) E QC(Q). Thus RC(Q)= QC(Q), so by 
definition bic’Q) = bjfccQ’ = b,. Since R is contained in a defect group of b,, 
the result follows. 
Note. Proposition (1.9) generalizes [4, (4K)l. 
We mention a corollary of (1.7), which generalizes a similar result of 
Brauer for subsections. 
COROLLARY (1.10). Let B E Bl(G) and let P be a p-subgroup of G. 
There exists a block b of PC(P) with bG = B if and only ifP is contained in 
some defect group of B. 
Proof. The “only if’ part is obvious. Suppose then that D is a defect 
group of B with P E D. Let b, be a root of B in DC(D). By (1.7) there exists 
a block b, of PC(P) with (P, bp) G (D, b,). Then B = bF, = bz. 
'DEFINITION. If (P, bp) is a subpair, define 
p(P, bp) := d(b,) - v 1 PI. 
The function p measures how far (P, bp) is from being a Brauer subpair. We 
have p(P, bp) > 0 and p(P, bp) = 0 exactly when (P, bp) is a Brauer subpair. 
PROPOSITION (1.11). If (Q, b,) 5 (P, bp) are subpairs, then p(P, b,,) < 
P(Q, b,). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the result when (Q, b,) 4 (P, bp). In that case 
we have, by (1.2) 
d(b,) - d(b,) < d(bycQ’) - d(b,) 
=vlPl-vlQc,(Q>I 
<vlPl-vIQI. 
The result follows. 
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COROLLARY (1.12). Zf (Q, b,) is a Brauer subpair and if (Q, b,)L 
(P, bp), then (P, bp) is a Brauer subpair and C,(Q) s Q. lf in addition 
(Q, b,) a (P, bp), then b, PC(Q) has P as a defect group. 
Proof: The first statement follows from (1.11) and the second from (1.9). 
If (Q, b,) 4 (P, b,), the inequality in the proof of (1.11) must be an equality. 
Since d(b,) = v ( Q / we get d(biC’o’) = v (PI. 
2. SYLOW SUBPAIRS,~ENTRALIZER- AND 
NORMALLZER SUBPAIRS 
We start this section by proving the analogue of Sylow’s theorem for 
subpairs. This is in fact a generalization of Sylow’s theorem. Then we 
discuss various consequences and applications. 
DEFINITION. A subpair (D, b,), which is maximal with respect the 
inclusion of subpairs, is called a Sylow subpair. If in addition 6: = 
B E BZ(G), then it is called a B-Sylow subpair. In many cases it will be 
important to specify B. By definition any B-subpair is contained in a B- 
Sylow subpair. 
THEOREM (2.1) [ 1, Theorem 3.101. Let (D, b,) be a B-subpair, 
B E Bf(G). Then (D, b,) is a B-Sylow subpair if and only zj” D is a defect 
group of B. 
Proof. Suppose first that D is a defect group of B. Let (P, bp) be a 
subpair with (D, b,) 4 (P, bp). Then P is contained in a defect group of 
b,C = bg = B, so 1 PI < 1 D I. We get P = D. Conversely let (0, b,)) be maximal 
with respect to inclusion of subpairs. Apply (1.4) with Q = D, X = N(D). 
The maximality of (D, 6,) implies that D is a defect group of bg’“‘. Then 
Brauer’s first main theorem shows that D is a defect group of (b,;‘“‘)” = 
b; = B. 
DEFINITION. Two subpairs (P, bp) and (Q, b,) are called (G-)conjugate, 
if there exists an x E G with P” = Q and 6; = b,. 
THEOREM (2.2). Let (D, b,) be a B-Sylow subpair. Then any B-subpair 
is G-conjugate to a subpair contained in (D, b,). Any two B-Sylow subpairs 
are conjugate in G. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the last statement. Since any two defect groups 
of B are conjugate in G, it suffices to show that if (D, b,) and (0, 6,) are B- 
Sylow subpairs, then b, and 6,) are conjugate in N(D). This follows from 
(3, (5A)l. 
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Remark. If (D, b,) is a B-Sylow subpair, then the number of different B- 
Sylow subpairs is IG : T(b,)l. 
COROLLARY (2.3). Any Sylow subpair is a Brauer subpair. 
The following concepts turn out to be quite useful. 
DEFINITION. Let (P, bp) be a subpair. A b,-Sylow subpair containing 
(P, bp) is called a centralizer subpair of (P, bp). A b,T”p’-Sylow subpair 
containing (P, bp) is called a normalizer subpair of (P, bp). 
The centralizer subpairs of (P, bp) are all conjugate in PC(P) and the 
normalizer subpairs of (P, bp) are all conjugate in T(b,), by (2.2). 
Note. If H is a subgroup of G, (P. bp) a subpair of H and if C(P) E H, 
then (P, bp) is a subpair of G. This applies to centralizer and normalizer 
subpairs. 
LEMMA (2.4). (1) Centralizer and normalizer subpairs are Brauer 
subpairs (of G). 
(2) A subpair (P, bp) is a Brauer subpair if and only if it is a 
centralizer subpair of itself. 
(3) If (R, bR) is a centralizer subpair of (P, bp), then R = PC,(P). 
Proof. Trivial. 
LEMMA (2.5). Zf (Q, b,) (1 (P, bp) are subpairs, then there exists a 
normalizer subpair of (Q, b,) containing (P, bp). 
Proof. By (1.2), PC(Q) 5 T(b,). Then it follows from the definition of 
normality that bi@Q’ = bi(*Q). Therefore (P, bp) is a bi’bQ’-subpair containing 
(Q, b,), so it is contained in a b, T(b~)-Sylo~ subpair, i.e., a normalizer subpair 
of (Q, b,). 
COROLLARY (2.6). A B-subpair (P, bp) is a normalizer subpair of itselfif 
and only ifit is a B-Sylow subpair. 
Proof. Obviously a B-Sylow subpair is its own normalizer subpair. If 
(P, bp) is not a B-Sylow subpair, there exist a subpair (Q, bo) with (P, bp) Q 
(Q, bo), P# Q. Then by (2.5), (P, bp) cannot be its own normalizer subpair. 
By (2.5) we have that if (P, bp) is a centralizer subpair of (Q, bo) then 
there exists a normalizer subpair of (Q, b,) containing it. Conversely we 
have 
PROPOSITION (2.7). If (P, bp) is a normalizer subpair of (Q, b,) and if 
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R := Pn QC(Q) and b, is chosen according to (1.8), then (R, bR) is the 
unique centralizer subpair of (Q, b,) contained in (P, bp). 
ProoJ: Since PC(P) 5 PC(Q) G T(b,) and P is a defect group of bicbQ’, P 
is a defect group of b FctQ) By (1.2) we get then that R is a defect group of .
b,. Thus (R, bR) is a centralizer subpair of (Q, b,) by (2.1). On the other 
hand, if (S, b,) is a centralizer subpair of (Q, b,) with (Q, b,) 5 (S, b,) s 
(P, b,), then S z Pn QC(Q) = R. Since the centralizer subpairs of (Q, b,) 
are conjugate in QC(Q) we get S = R. 
Let US for a moment consider the question mentioned in a remark 
following (1.7). 
PROPOSITION (2.8). Let (Q, 6,) be a subpair and P a p-subgroup with 
Q 4 P. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) There exists a block b, of PC(P) with (Q, b,) a (P, bp). 
(2) There exists a defect group R of bFtQ’ with P G R. 
(3) There exists a normalizer subpair (S, 6,) of (Q, bQ) with P 5 S. 
(4) There exists a Sylow subpair (0, b,) with (Q, b,) c (0, b,) and 
PcD. 
Proof: (1) * (2): We have bgccQ’ = bFcQ), so P is contained in some 
defect group of brcQ). 
(2) =s- (3): Let b, be a root of brtQ’ in RC(R) c PC(Q). Since RC(Q) = 
PC(Q) and Q u R we get (Q, b,) 4 (R, bR). Apply (2.5). 
(3) 3 (4): The normalizer subpair (S, b,) is contained in a Sylow 
subpair (D, 6,). Then (Q, be) c (D, b,) and P G S c D. 
(4) * (1): This follows from (1.8). 
DEFINITION. Let (Q, 6,) C: (P, bp) be subpairs. We call (Q, b,) extremal 
in (P, bp), if (P, b,) contains a normalizer subpair of (Q, bQ). 
PROPOSITION (2.9). Zf (Q, be) is extremal in (P, b,), then if R := N,,(Q) 
and 6, is chosen according to (1.8) then (R, bR) is the unique normalizer 
subpair of (Q, b,) which is contained in (P, be). Moreover (P, bp) is a Brauer 
subpair. 
ProoJ: Let (S, b,) be any normalizer subpair of (Q, b,) contained in 
(P, bp). Then S E NP(Q) = R. On the other hand (R, bR) is contained in some 
normalizer subpair of (Q, b,), by (2.5). We get R = S, since all normalizer 
subpairs are conjugate. The uniqueness of b, is secured by (1.8). Since 
(R, bR) is a Brauer subpair by (2.4) we get that (P, bp) is a Brauer subpair by 
(1.12). 
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A final topic in this section is the major subpairs, which generalizes the 
“major subsections” of Brauer. 
DEFINITION. A B-subpair (P, bP) is called major, if a defect group of b, 
is a defect group of B. 
PROPOSITION (2.10). Let (Q, b,) be a B-subpair. The following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) (Q, b,) is a major B-subpair. 
(2) A centralizer subpair of (Q, b,) is a B-Sylow subpair. 
(3) There exists a B-Sylow subpair (0, b,) containing (Q, b,), such 
that D = QC,(Q). 
Proof. (1) + (2): Let D be a common defect group of b, and B. Let b, 
be a root of b, in DC(D) E QC(Q). Then b, is also a root of B = bg in 
DC(D). So (D, b,) is a centralizer subpair of (Q, 6,) and also a B-Sylow 
subpair. 
(2) * (3): Choose a B-Sylow subpair as in (2). Then (3) is fulfilled by 
C=)(3). 
(3) 3 (1): Let (D, b,) be as in (3). By (1.9), D is contained in a defect 
group of b,. Since bg = B has D as a defect group, D must also be a defect 
group of b,. 
PROPOSITION (2.11). Let (P, bp) be a major B-subpair. Let Q 4 P and 
let b, be the unique block of QC(Q) with (Q, b,) 4 (P, b,). Then (Q, b,) is a 
major B-subpair tf and only tfP = QC,(Q). 
Proof. Let, according to (2.10), (0, b,) be a B-Sylow subpair with 
(P, bp) 5 (D, b,) and D = PC,(P). Then (Q, b,) 5 (D, b,). If P = QC,(Q), 
then D = QC,(Q) C,(P) = QC,(Q), since C,(P) E C,(Q), so (Q, b,) is 
major by (2.10). Conversely, if (Q, b,) is a major B-subpair then 
bcc’Q’ = bFcQ’ has the same defect as b,, which is the defect of B. Thus by 
(1.3) ” IPI = v I QC,<Q>l so P = QC,<Q>. 
COROLLARY (2.12). If P is abelian and (P, b,,) is a major B-subpair, 
then any subpair contained in (P, bp) is a major B-subpair. 
COROLLARY (2.13). If a defect group of B is abelian, then any B-subpair 
is major. 
Proof Corollary (2.12) is a trivial consequence of (2.1 l), and (2.13) is a 
special case of (2.12) choosing (P, bp) as a B-Sylow subpair. 
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Remark. The last corollary generalizes a result of Brauer, stating that for 
blocks with abelian defect groups every subsection is major. (A definition of 
subsections is given here in Section 5.) It is not true that if for a block B 
every subsection is major then the defect group of B is abelian. Indeed the 
principal 3-block of the simple group G = ‘F,(2) has a nonabelian defect 
group (3.Sylow subgroup) of order 27, all of whose nontrivial elements are 
conjugate in G. This means that the principal 3-block has only two 
subsections, both of which are major. However, in the case of subpairs, the 
situation is different, since the converse of (2.13) is true. (See also (5.5)) 
PROPOSITION (2.14). Suppose that any’ B-subpair is major. Then the 
defect group of B is abelian. 
Proof. Let D be a defect group of B and let b, be a root of B in DC(D). 
Choose an abelian subgroup Q of D of maximal order. Let b, be the block 
of QC(Q) with (Q. b,) cr (D, b,). Let 0’ be a defect group of b,, such that 
0’ = QCfi(Q). Let x E G such that d’ = D. Then QXC,(Q”) = D. If Qx # D 
choose r E C,(Q”), r @ QX. Then (r, Q) is an abelian subgroup of D of order 
larger than / Qi. This is a contradiction so D = Q.’ is abelian. 
3. BRAUER'S NET AND CONJUGACY CLASSES OF SUBPAIRS 
In this and the next section we study conjugation of subpairs. The purpose 
of this section is to prove an analogue of 14, (6C)I for subpairs. 
DEFINITION. Let (D, b,)) be a B-Sylow subpair which will be kept fixed. 
If Q c D, we let b, denote the unique block of QC(Q) with (Q, bp) c: (D, b,,). 
We write (Q, b,) c,, (D, b,)) if there exists a sequence of subpairs (Q, b,) = 
(R,, bR,). (R,, bRJ ,..., (R,, bRi) = (D, b,) such that for i = 1, 2 ,..., k - 1, 
(Ri+ I) bK,,,) is a normalizer subpair of (Ri, b,,). (Note that this chain is 
uniquely determined by Q and b,), using (2.9).) We define 
A(D, b,]) := {Q s D / (Q, b,) is a Brauer subpair 1. 
*o(D, 6,) := (Q E MD, 4) I (Q, b,) G,* (D, b,J I. 
Remark. The above definition of the net A(D, b,>) and A,,(D, b,,) is 
equivalent to that of [4]. The above chain of normalizer subpairs is a 
“special double chain” in the sense of 141. (See also the remark preceding 
(1.4)) 
LEMMA (3.1). If Q E A(D, bIl) and Q G P s D, then P E A(D, b,,) and 
we have C,(Q) CI Q. 
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Proof. See (1.12). 
LEMMA (3.2). If Q c D and (Q, 6,) cn (D, b,), then ND(Q) E A,(D, b,). 
Proof: Combine (2.9) (2.4)(i) and the definition of A,(D, b,)). 
PROPOSITION (3.3). Let (P, bp) be a B-subpair. There exists a B-Sylow 
subpair (o’, bd) containing (P, bp), such that R := PC,(P) is a defect group 
of (P, bp) and R E A,@, b,-). 
Note. It is clear that if (fi, b5)” = (0, b,) for some x E G, then 
A,@, b$ = A,(D, 6,). 
ProoJ Let (S, 6,) be a centralizer subpair of (P, bp). If (S, b,) is not a B- 
Sylow subpair, it is properly contained in a normalizer subpair of (S, b,), by 
(2.6). Taking repeatedly normalizer subpairs we reach a B-Sylow subpair 
(D, bc), such that (S, b,) & (d, bc). Then S E A,@, b,-) since (S, b,) is a 
Brauer pair by (2.4). Using (2.4)(3) it is easily shown that S = PCfi(P). 
Similarly we have the following. 
PROPOSITION (3.4). Let (P, bp) be a B-subpair. There exists a B-Sylow 
subpair (fi, bd), such that (P, bp) & (d, bd). Thus NE(P) E A,@, bfi). 
Proof: Take a sequence of normalizer subpairs starting with (P, b,). 
LEMMA (3.5). Any B-Brauer subpair is conjugate in G to a subpair 
(P, bp) with PE A,(D, 6,). 
Proof. If (Q, b,) is a Brauer subpair, it is its own centralizer subpair by 
(2.4). Apply (3.3) and (2.2). 
Remark. The G-conjugation of elements in A,(D, b,)) is local in a very 
strong sense, see [4, (4R)]. We do not need this here. 
We now choose a fixed set “Z‘ of representatives for the G-conjugacy 
classes of elements in A,(D, b,). Then (3.5) implies that any B-Brauer 
subpair is G-conjugate to exactly one subpair (P. 6,) with P E Z 1 
PROPOSITION (3.6). Let (P, bp) be a B-subpair. There exists a subpair 
(U, b,) 5 (D, 6,) and a unique R E W”, such that 
(1) P, bp) -c W b,,). 
(2) (R, bR) is a centralizer subpair of (U, b,). 
Proof. Let (Q, b,) be a centralizer subpair of (P, bp). By the above there 
exists a unique R E 77 and an x E G, such that (Q, b,)” = (R, bR). Let 
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(U, b,) = (P, bp)X. Then (1) and (2) are fulfilled. Since all centralizer 
subpairs of a given subpair are conjugate, it is clear that conditions (1) and 
(2) determine R E %. uniquely. 
If we have the situation of (3.6) for the B-subpair (P, bp) we call (P, b,) a 
B-subpair of type R. Our final result tells us how to get a set of represen- 
tatives for the G-classes of B-subpairs of type R. The union of these sets for 
all R E P‘ will then give a complete set of representatives for the G-classes 
of B-subpairs. 
THEOREM (3.7). Let R E Fl Let 7 k be a set of representatives of the 
T(b,)-conjugacy classes of subgroups U & R satisfying 
(1) R = UC,(U), 
(2) / T(b,) n UC(U) : RC(R)/ & 0 (modp). 
Xi := ((U, b,) / U E ?‘k} is a complete set of representatives for the G- 
conjugacy classes of B-subpairs of type R. 
Note. Condition (1) is equivalent to R g UC(U). 
ProoJ First let (P, bp) be a B-subpair of type R. Choose (U, b,.) 
according to (3.6). Then U satisfies (1) and (2). Indeed, (I) follows from 
(2.4)(3) and (2) from the extended first main theorem on blocks 13, (SC)]. 
Suppose next that U, V E 7; and that (U, b,.)” = (V, b,) for some x E G. 
Then (R, bR)X and (R, bR) are both b,-Sylow subpairs, so there exists an 
y E VC( V) with (R, bR)xy = (R, bR). Then xy E T(b,) and U”?’ = VY = V, so 
U = V’ by the definition of ;Y k. . 
Remark. Theorem (3.7) makes it possible to actually determine a set of 
representatives of the G-conjugacy classes of B-subpairs for blocks with 
certain given defect groups (cyclic, dihedral...). In these cases the net 
A(D, bn) is known and the action of the inertial groups is not too 
complicated. We do not calculate an example here. 
4. A RESULT ON FUSION 
A very interesting result in ] 1 ] is an analogue of Alperin’s fusion theorem 
for subpairs. In [4] it was shown that the net A(D, b,), (0, b,) a B-Sylow 
subpair, played a role for the conjugation of blocks of subgroups inducing to 
B, especially for subsections. It is therefore natural to ask whether A(D, b,,) 
or A,(L), 6,) is a conjugation family in the sense of [ 1, Definition 4.71. This 
is almost the case, except that one has to allow for elements in certain 
centralizers of p-subgroups. The set A@, b,) is not an extremal family in 
the sense of [ 11, since it contains only Brauer subpairs. (In the above we 
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have considered A(D, b,) and A,(D, b,) as families of subpairs of (D, b,,), 
the block part being chosen according to (1.7).) The result below is essen- 
tially different from Theorem 4.10 in [ 11. 
DEFINITION. Let (P, bp) and (Q, b,) be subpairs contained in a B-Sylow 
subpair, and x E G. We call (P, bp) and (Q, b,) A,-conjugate via x, if there 
exist elements xi ,..., x, E G and subpairs (R r, b, ,) ,..., (R n, bR,,) contained in 
(D, b,), such that 
(1) Either Ri E A,(D, b,) and xi E T(b,,) or xi E C(R ;), 1 < i < n, 
(2) (f'> bp) E (R 1, b,,), 
(3) (P, b,)“l”‘+c (Ri+,, bRi+,), 1 <i< n, 
(4) (f’, bp)l = (Q, b,), 
(5) x=x,x2 ... x,. 
It is clear from the definition that we have the following. 
LEMMA (4.1). Let (p, bp), (Q, b,), (R, bR), (S, b,) c (D, b,). Zf (P, b,J 
and (Q, b,) are A,-conjugate via x, (Q, b,) and (R, bR) are A,-conjugate via 
y and if (S, b,) c (P, bp) then 
(1) (P, bp) and (R, bR) are A,-conjugate via xy, 
(2) (Q, b,) and (P, bp) are A,-conjugate via x-‘, 
(3) (S, b,) and (S, b,)” are A,-conjugate via x. 
Our result on fusion is as follows. 
THEOREM (4.2). Let (P, bp) and (Q, b,) be subpairs contained in the B- 
Sylow subpair (D, b,). Suppose that (P, bp)X = (Q, 6,) for some x E G. Then 
(P, bp) and (Q, bo) are A,-conjugate via x. 
Proof. We use induction on ID : PI. For ID : PI = 1, the result is trivial. 
Let 1 D : PI > 1 and let the result be proved for subpairs having a smaller 
index in P. Let a subpair (U, b,) be chosen, such that the following holds. 
(9 (P, bp) -G (U, 6,). 
(ii) (U, bU) is extremal in (0, b,,). 
(iii) If (P, bp) is a Brauer subpair, then U E A,(D, b,). 
This can always be done, using (3.5). Indeed, a normalizer subpair (T, 6_,) of 
(P, b) is a Brauer subpair and therefore conjugate to a pair (T, bp), 
TTE A,(D, b,), say, (T, b,)g = (F, bf), g E G. Then we may choose (U, b,,) 
as (P, bp)g. We even have (U, b,) E, (D, 6,). Let R := N,(P), S := N,(Q), 
V := N,(U), so R # P, S # Q, V # U. Let b,, b,, b, be the blocks with 
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By (2.9) and (ii), (V, b,) is a normalizer subpair of ((i, 6,.). Using (2.2) and 
(2.5) we get that there exist elements h, k E G, such that 
(iv) (Q, byjh = (U, b,.), (R, b,Yh G (V, b,.), 
(v) <Q, bylk = (U, by), (S, b,Jk E V’, h). 
Since IR j > IPI and (R, b,)“h g (D, b,]) we get from the induction hypothesis 
that (R, bR) and (R, bR)Xh are A,-conjugate via xh. Since (P, b,,)“h = (U, b,.) 
by (iv), (4.1) shows 
(vi) (P, b,) and (U, b,:) are A,-conjugate via xh. 
Also by the induction hypothesis, (S, b,) and (S, b,Y)” are A,-conjugate via k, 
so (4.1) implies 
(vii) (U, b(,) and (Q, b,) are A,-conjugate via k-‘. 
Now let t := h ‘k, so t E T(b,) by (iv) and (v). We claim that 
(viii) (U, b,!) and (U, b,,) are A,-conjugate via t. 
Then our result follows from (4.1) and (vi), (vii), (viii), since (xh) tk- ’ = x. 
If (U, b,) is a Brauer subpair, then (viii) is trivially fulfilled, by (iii). So 
suppose that (U, b,) is not a Brauer subpair. We may apply (2.7) to the 
normalizer subpairs (V, b,) and (I’, 6,)’ of (U, bLI). If F := Vn UC(U), then 
(v, bp) and (p, bp)’ are centralizer subpairs of (Q, b,). Thus there exists a 
y E UC(U) such that (F,~J) = (I’, by)fy. Since UC Pr T(bp), we may 
assume y E C(U). Now 1 VI < 1 VI, since (U, b,) is not a Brauer subpair 
((2.4), (2)), and (p, bp) c (D, b,), so by the induction hypothesis, (I’, 6?) 
and (F, bp) are A,-conjugate via ty. Since (U, b,) E (p, bp) we get that 
(U, b,) and (U, b,) are A,-conjugate via ty. Trivially (U, bu) and (U, b,.) are 
A,-conjugate via yP ‘, so (viii) follows from (4.1). This proves (4.2). 
To eliminate the elements of the centralizers we may modify the above 
definition as follows. 
DEFINITION. Two subpairs (P, bp) and (Q, b,) contained in (D, b,,) are 
called A,-conjugate, if there exist elements x,,..., x, E G and subpairs 
(R, bR,) ,..., (R,, bR,) contained in (D, b,), such that 
(1) Ri E A,@, b,) and xi E T(b,J, 1 ,< i < n, 
(2) (p, &I c (R 13 4 ,I, 
(3) (P,bp)X”“Xi~(Ri+l’bRi+,), l<i<n, 
(4) (P,bp)X”“Xn = (Q,b,). 
An inspection of the proof of (4.2) shows that we have the following. 
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THEOREM (4.3). Let (P, bp) and (Q, b,) be Brauer subpairs contained in 
the B-Sylow subpair (D, b,). Then (P, bp) and (Q, b,) are conjugate in G if 
and only if they are A,-conjugate. 
At this point let us briefly investigate what the above results mean if 
B = B, is the principal block of F. We consider below only B,-subpairs. 
By Brauer’s third main theorem, a subpair (P, bp) is a B,-subpair, if and 
only if, b, is the principal block of PC(P). For B,-subpairs (Q, b,) z (P, bp), 
exactly when Q g P. So a B,-subpair is really just a p-subgroup of G. A B,,- 
Sylow subpair is a p-Sylow subgroup of G, a centralizer subpair of (P, b,) is 
a p-Sylow subgroup of PC(P) and a normalizer subpair a p-Sylow subgroup 
of N(P). If D is a p-Sylow subgroup then 
A(D, b,) = (P G D 1 P is a p-Sylow subgroup of PC(P)}. 
A subgroup P E A(D, b,) is in A,(D, bn), if P, := N,>(P) is a p-Sylow 
subgroup of N,(P), P, := N,(P,) IS a p-Sylow subgroup of NJP,) and so 
on. Theorems (4.2) and (4.3) state that the set A,(D, b,)) “controls” the 
fusion of p-subgroups contained in D. In [ 11, the set of subgroups which 
“controls” fusion is (P g D 1 N,(P) is a p-Sylow subgroup of N,(P)}. This 
set is larger than A,(D, b,)). 
5. SOME REMARKS ON TI-BLOCKS 
In this final section we prove some fairly elementary results about “Trivial 
Intersection blocks.” For a TI-block one may just demand the defect group 
to be a TI-subgroup of G. But in this setup another definition seems to be 
more natural. It is clear that a p-Sylow subgroup of G is TI if and only if 
every nontrivial p-element is contained in exactly one p-Sylow subgroup of 
G. 
Let again B be an arbitrary block of G. Just as B-subpairs are generalized 
p-subgroups, the B- su b sections are generalized p-elements. 
DEFINITION. A B-subsection is a pair (n, b,), where n is a p-element and 
6, is a block of C(n) with bf = B. Thus ((n), b,) is a B-subpair. If ((n), b,,) 
is contained in some subpair (Q, b,), we write (n, b,) E (Q, 6,). Note that in 
this case b, is uniquely determined by n, Q and 6, (using (2.7)). The 
subsection (1, B) is the trivial subsection. 
PROPOSITION (5.1). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) Any nontrivial B-subsection is contained in a unique B-Sylow 
subpair. 
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(2) Any nontrivial B-subpair is contained in a unique B-Sylow 
subpair. 
(3) Any nontrivial B-subpair has a unique normalizer subpair. 
(4) If (Q, bo) is a nontrivial B-subpair and Q < P, P a subgroup, then 
there exists at most one block b, of PC(P), such that (Q, b,) 4 (P, b,,). 
(5) The same statement as (4) with inclusion instead of normality. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2) and (5) * (1): Trivial. 
(2) * (3): Let (Q, 6,) be nontrivial and let (D, 6,) be the unique B- 
Sylow subpair containing it. A B-Sylow subpair which contains a normalizer 
subpair of (Q, b,) will contain (Q, b,). Thus it is equal to (D, 6,)). So (D, b,]) 
contains any normalizer subpair of (Q, bo). Then (3) follows from (2.9). 
(3) * (4): This follows easily from (2.5) and (1.7). 
(4) + (5): Choose a normal chain from Q to P. Condition (5) follows by 
repeated use of (4) and (1.7). 
DEFINITION. If one and hence all of the above conditions is fulfilled, then 
we call B a TI-block. 
Note. Condition (2) was used to define a TI-block in [ 11. 
COROLLARY (5.2). Let B be a TI-block. Then every nontrivial B-subpair 
has a unique centralizer subpair. 
Proof (5.1) and (2.7). 
COROLLARY (5.3). If (D, b,) is a B-Sylow subpair and B is a TI-block. 
then if (Q, b,) G (D, b,)) we have (Q, b,) sn (D, 6,). 
PROPOSITION (5.4). Let B be a TI-block and (0, b,) a B-Sylow subpair. 
Then we have 
(1) ND, b,) = A,,(& b,) = {Q E D I C,(Q) G Q}. 
(2) Two subpairs or subsections contained in (D, b,)) are G-conjugate 
if and only if they are conjugate in T(b,). 
(3) If 1 # Q z D then C(Q) G T(b,) c T(b,). 
ProoJ We assume D # 1. 
(1) That A(D, 6,) = A,(D, b,) follows from (5.3). Subgroups in 
A(D, b,) contain their centralizers in D, by (3.1). Suppose that Q&D and 
C,(Q) G Q, so Q # 1. The unique centralizer subpair (R, bR) of (Q, b,) must 
be contained in D, so R E QC(Q) n D = Q, i.e., Q = R. Thus Q E A(D, b,) 
by (2.4)(2). 
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(2) If (P, b,), <Q, b,) G CD, b,) and R # 1 and (P, b,)” = (Q, b,) for 
some x E G, then (Q, b,) G (D, br,)x. By the uniqueness (5.1)(2) we get 
(0, b,) = (D, bl))x, i.e., x E T(b,). 
(3) This is a special case of (2). 
PROPOSITION (5.5). If B is a TI-block, then a defect group D of B is 
abelian, if and only IY, every B-subsection is major. 
ProoJ If B is abelian, then every subsection is abelian, by (2.13). 
Conversely, let every B-subsection be major. Let 71 E D, z# 1. Choose bcx, 
according to (1.7), such that ((rc), b,,,) G (D, b,), so (n, b,,,) E (D, 6,). 
Since (71, b,,,) is major, some B-Sylow subpair is a centralizer subpair of 
(n, b,,,). But (0, b,) is the only B-Sylow subpair containing (x, b,,,). Thus 
D s C(X) or 71 E Z(D). Since 71 was arbitrary in D, D is abelian. 
DEFINITION. Let k(B) denote the number of ordinary irreducible 
characters in B, and Z(B) the number of modular irreducible characters in B. 
COROLLARY (5.6). If B is a TI-block and if k(B) - l(B) = 1, then a 
defect group D of B is elementary abelian and all nontrivial elements of D 
are conjugate in T(b,) (where b, is a root of B). 
Proof. The condition k(B) - 1(B) = 1 implies that B has only one 
conjugacy class of nontrivial subsections, [ 2, (7D)]. For every z E D, z # 1, 
there exists a subsection (n, b,,,) E (D, b,) by (1.7). By (5.4) all elements in 
D - (1) must be conjugate in T(b,), so D has exponent p. Trivially all 
subsections are major, so D is abelian by (5.5). 
Note. Corollary (5.6) applies to TI-blocks of multiplicity one, as 
introduced by G. Michler. 
Our final result is also true, if one assumes that the defect group of B is a 
TI-subgroup of G. The proof is basically the same. 
PROPOSITION (5.7). If B is a TI-block with defect group D and lyb is the 
corresponding block of N(D) with bG = D, then 
k(B) - l(B) = k(b) - Z(b). 
ProoJ Let b, be a common root of b and B in DC(D). So (D, b,) is a b- 
Sylow subpair and a B-Sylow subpair. If 71 E D - (1 } then C(n) c T(b,,) G 
N(D) by (5.4), so (n, b,) E (D, b,) is a b-subsection if and only if it is a B- 
subsection. By (5.4) two nontrivial subsections contained in (D, 6,) are 
conjugate in G exactly when they are conjugate in N(D). Thus there exists a 
common set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of nontrivial b- 
subsections and B-subsections. Apply [2, (7D)l. 
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